BECOME PART OF OUR JOURNEY TO HELP PEOPLE LIVE THEIR DREAM LIFE!

We develop digital tools, exercises and programs that supercharge human transformation so you can live your full potential with ease.

What we do right now

We develop a platform that enables you to create VisionMovies. Your VisionMovie depicts your dream life, new behaviors and the mindset you want to adapt.

Effects from watching your 10min VisionMovie daily:

- Increased mood throughout the whole day
- More calmness, focus, motivation, energy, and commitment to work on and achieving your goals
- You start believing that you can actually achieve your dream life and start acting accordingly
- Our users start exercising, painting again after 5 years, start a business, wake up at 5am and meditate, are caring more for their family and many other beautiful things

How you will contribute

For every goal statement our users need to find the perfect video that represents exactly what they want to achieve. But how do you find this in a library of currently 300k (later 4Mio) videos? You will:

- Develop a system how to tag and search videos based on goals and not descriptively like in all currently existing video libraries
- Develop an approach how we can analyze goal statements with NLP and suggest fitting videos
- Think about how to collect and use the data generated in our app to make data driven suggestions - optional
- Develop a first version which we can integrate in our webapp

Why you want to contact and work with us

- Have a real impact on the lives of many people
- 16ECTS for working with us
- Possibility to join the startup after the IDP
- Gain startup experience and have a huge impact in a promising start-up as one of its first team members

Contact us if you have questions or want to apply. You can apply alone or as a team.

patrickwitzigmann@gmx.de || +49 152 04952521